
Organizations have expressed a 
need for end-to-end finance solutions 
that deliver increased agility, deeper 
capabilities, and total collaboration. 
Due to a challenging workforce climate 
and a looming economic slow-down, 
businesses need to do more work with 
less resources to continue running at 
the same pace. Companies are looking 
for solutions that can reduce costs but 
maintain operational efficiency.

By adding the Intelligent Assistant to Corcentric's comprehensive 
platform, users can access a wide range of data without the deep 
knowledge and expertise. Gopher Intelligent Assistant makes 
it possible for users to quickly access data and other requests 
on the go by using conversational voice commands within MS 
Teams. It leverages smart technology (artificial intelligence, natural 
language processing (NLP), and machine learning) to access vast 
amounts of data in real time, find instant answers, submit one-
click approvals, and customization for your business processes 
Users gain access to the information they need to make informed 
tactical and strategic business decisions.

WHAT CAN GOPHER DO?

With simple conversations, users can get help from an 
‘Intelligent co-worker’. Gopher Intelligent Assistant will 
retrieve data, locate files, execute simple processes, 
and manage to-dos. Voice commands are possible via 
Microsoft Teams using its voice to text capability.

 + Web chat: Users can chat with Gopher though 
a popup in the Corcentric Platform.

 + Microsoft Teams: Connect to Gopher though an API 
in Microsoft Teams channels so you have direct access 
to workflow steps and visibility into statuses.

 + FAQ: Gopher manages a library of questions, configured 
to your company’s most asked prompts and data retrieval 
specified for your business processes. Manage Gopher’s FAQ 
knowledge base by creating, editing, and deleting entries.

 + Help: With simple prompts, Gopher can provide 
examples of what it can do while you're on the go.

 + Display a document: Gopher can display specific 
documents and provide a simplified HTML view 
with the ability to perform basic actions.

 + List documents: List documents based on standard searching 
criteria. Visibility depends on the specific user’s credentials.

 + Get to-do list: Display a list of tasks to be completed.

Run reports and gather data to make 
informed decisions quickly

Corcentric’s
Intelligent
Assistant

Less clicks, less time spent in 
Corcentric Platform

With the touch of a button, easily make 
approvals from anywhere on the go

No need for complete training to 
perform simple processes

Configure Gopher Intelligent Assistant 
specific to your needs and processes

Intelligent 
Applications

HIGHLIGHTS:
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 + Get bookmarks: Display a list of bookmarked 
and favorited documents.

 + Calculate percentage: Users can ask for a percentage of a 
number of documents based on standard searching criteria.

 + Approval: Gopher can provide documents for 
approval and assist throughout the full approbation 
process, all from your mobile device.

 + Create a document: Users can ask Gopher to create new 
documents. Links are provided in the web application.

 + Add notes: Gopher can add notes to 
any documents it displays.

 + Gather feedback: On Microsoft Teams, users can submit 
Emoji to offer their feedback and help improve Gopher.

CORCENTRIC PLATFORM 
PROCUREMENT MODULE

Gopher Intelligent Assistant Highlights:

 + Total spend: Display total spend by users based 
on searching criteria on requisition line items. 

 + Top suppliers: Display a list of top suppliers based on spend by 
user or, if the user has the appropriate credentials, by company. 

 + Top categories: Display top categories based on spend 
by company, if user has appropriate credentials.

 + Source product: Display information related to where 
a product was sourced and from which category. 
Gopher can sort products by quantity sourced. 

 + Goods receiving: Users can ask Gopher to receive 
purchase orders based on their receiving rules.

CORCENTRIC PLATFORM SUPPLIER 
MANAGEMENT MODULE

Gopher Intelligent Assistant Highlights:

 + Supplier information: Gopher can provide the code, 
email, and/or phone number for selected suppliers. 

 + Supplier location: Gopher can provide the address associated 
with a specific supplier through a Google Maps link. 

USER AUTHORIZATIONS

There are three levels of user access available to customers: 

1. Gopher Access: These users can access the chatbot.

2. Manage Gopher FAQ: These users can 
manage the FAQ knowledge base. There, they 
can create, edit, and delete entries. 

3. Administrator: These users can manage user rights for 
accessing the chatbot and access the log of all conversations.

Want to learn more?

ABOUT CORCENTRIC

Corcentric is a leading global provider of payments, procurement, accounts payable, and 

accounts receivable solutions to enterprise and middle-market companies. Corcentric delivers 

software, advisory services, and payments focused on reducing costs, optimizing working 

capital, and unlocking revenue. To learn more, please visit corcentric.com. 
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